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Two of the featest sd-fi horror films ever 
made comb1ned into one corridor shooting 
feast, with gore, guts and green blood galore. 

I t ' s like something straight from the 
movies. The lights flicker 
continuously along the corridors as 

the silhouettes of Aliens run past. Your 
radar bleeps and you freeze, rooted to 
the spot. The beep gets louder, the 
Alien is getting closer. Nothing in front 
of you, so you frantically turn first left 
then right. But according to the radar 
the Allen Is above you now. A few wild 
shots won 't do anything and then you 
hear the eerie screech of the Alien as it 
drops down in front of you! fire, run, 
panic, swear - anything, just kill the 
damn beast .•. All this, and you're only 
five minutes into the game. Blimey ••• 

! lME MARINE ! f' 
This is the closest It gets to the first•person 
corridor games. At the start of the game 
you face off against the Aliens, but come 
across Alien/ Predator hybrids later on. You have 
the standard marine weapon of a pulse rifle to 
begin with, which also has the small grenade 
explosive on the top as a secondary weapon. You 
also have an Image intesifier. which makes all 
dark areas Ught. Bright areas however cause 
practical blindness though! Your motion sensor is 
the scariest thing though, because one beep and 
you cack yourself waiting for the Alien invasion! 
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A neat twist when you play as an Alien is that 
the game is played through a fish-eye lens to give an even 
greater feeling of distortion. Aliens can cling and stick to any 
surface, so ln theory deathmatches could become 
brilliant with colonles of Aliens waiting to ambush 
you by hiding on the ceiling. Aliens also have an 
alternate vision mode which helps you to see 
in the dark and pick out small, unlit corridors 
and tiny passages hidden in walls. 
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~ TME PR.EDATOR. l 
This ,s even cooler The Predator comes complete wrth 

shoulder cannon - activated by fhpp1ng up the 
computer terminal on its arm - a cloaking mode to 

prevent detection and three modes of heat 
sensitive v1s1on And true to the film 1f 
you spot anyone by their body heat 

the Predator s vision will lock on to 
the person g1v1ng you an easy killl 
Ooh my gawdfarversl 

A GODDAMN SEXUAL 
TYRANNOSAURUS 

Aliens vs Predator ls almost 
finished and we can guarantee you 
the finished review next month. It's 
going be awesome, so get ready 
for the full blood-soaked review! 
And we may even give you some 
cool compos, too. Stay tuned. 
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